
3 Axis Handheld Gimbal 
for Smartphones
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The perfect smartphone stabilizer to create 
professional video footage

SMARTPHONE / TABLET ACCESSORIES

Download the free app for iOS / Android



Aluratek’s  3 Axis Handheld Gimbal for Smartphones is the perfect 
stabilizer for all of your smartphone videos. It provides stabiliza-
tion on all 3 axis including the yaw (vertical axis), pitch (side-to-side 
axis), and roll (front-to-back axis). Compared to a 2-axis gimbal, 
using a 3-axis gimbal decreases jello, the jittery horizontal 
movements you see using a smartphone alone. 

Create professional video footage with this handheld gimbal that’s 
portable, easy to use, and perfect for all types of creators. The 
gimbal is great for the every day user, vloggers, video professionals 
and anyone who is looking to step up their video making game. 
And with its multiple features including an easy interface, long 
battery life, adjustable mounting clamp, and complementary app, 
you’ll be making seamless videos in no time.

The gimbal provides stabilization on all 3-axis including the yaw 
(vertical axis), pitch (side-to-side axis), and roll (front-to-back axis).

Overview:
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• 3-axis gimbal to stabilize your footage – no more unwanted
  vibration or shakiness while filming
• Perfect for smartphones including iPhone and 
  Samsung models
• Joystick, power and mode buttons allow for an easy to 
  control, user friendly interface
• Adjustable mount clamp allows for filming either portrait or
  landscape mode
• Internal battery that lasts 12-hours – perfect for a day of 
  filming or vlogging
• App that includes face tracking, smart object tracking, 
  panoramic shooting, and a zoom in/out feature.

Features:
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- Compatible smartphone
- USB port to charge gimbal (charging cable included)

3 Axis Handheld Gimbal for Smartphones
USB Charging Cable

Requirements:Package Contents:
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Rechargeable Battery

With the built-in rechargeable battery, you can use the gimbal for up to 12 hours on a 
single charge. USB charging cable is included.

 Easy To-Use Interface

Switch between 3 different modes : Pan and Tilt Following, Pan Following, and Lock 
Mode with a click of a button and navigate your shot with the joystick feature.  Pair your 
smartphone to the gimbal via Bluetooth to take photos by simply pressing the shutter 
button on the gimbal handle.

Free Smartphone App

Download the Gimbal Pro app for iOS/Android. Use the app for facial tracking record-
ing, zoom in/out control, and automatic panoramic or photo joining.  For use with 
iPhone 5, 6, 6 Plus, 7, 7 Plus, 8, 8 Plus, X and Galaxy S5, S6, S7, S8, S8+ and can be 
adjusted to shoot in either portrait or landscape mode.

Smooth and Steady Video Footage

Capture the videos you want without the shakiness you get using a smartphone alone. 
The gimbal’s seamless torque motor allows for a smooth and steady stabilizer.
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